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About This Game

OlympicVR is a singleplayer/party game for HTC Vive. Get yourself in action and challenge friends (max 8 players) in
different disciplines to find out who will win. Three

difficulty modes (easy, normal and extreme) will change the experience adding unique elements to the game.

Disciplines

Sprint Race

Javelin

Clay pigeon shooting
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Hurdles

Long Jump

Archery

Climbing

There are six more games hidden in this low poly world plus a special  Fitness Room !
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Title: OlympicVR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Anarkica Games
Publisher:
Anarkica Games
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better, Video Output: HDMI 1.4, DisplayPort
1.2 or newer

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Worst Pixel Puzzle game by far. For an inexpensive indie game, Cubesis can bring entertainment to those who enjoy puzzle and
god sim games. 6\/10

The tutorial slowly takes you through all the gameplay, movement and building options. Your goals may vary, but to acheive
them you must balance resources of population, food, coin and stone. Additionally, there are two gods, one who controls the sea
level and one who controls the global temperature. So these factors must also be balanced or used to solve the "puzzle" of the
map.

Controls are simple, mostly using the mouse. LMB is used to select and move your inhabits, as well as building, and you are able
to create a string of commands including building and digging. Left-clicking a town that has over 1.0 population will create an
inhabitant. Each building or digging action uses up your unit. RMB ends your turn.

Cubesis has interface and map elements similar to Populous and Gnomoria. The graphic style is enjoyable to me, but may not
impress most. I did have trouble trying to get full screen to work, but windowed mode is fine. Zooming in seems to cause some
possibly unintended graphics issues, hard to say if it is intentional or not. It doesn't get in the way of playing, however.

The fun of the game is in fufilling the objective by balancing all the resources mentioned. If you want a casual game and have
an extra $5, I think it is worth it.. Forgotten Sanctum is amazing! There you will find some interesting facts, items and clues on
other parts of story, notable figures or places.
This one is the best of the three available story dlcs.. Excellent retro platformer reminescent of Adventure Island!

Good game for retro gamers or if your pc can't run A.R.K. - Survival Evolved

Worth buying on sale!. Good game.
The story is good. But the end is very bad.
The graphic is awesome. Great sounds.. In my opinion, the wonderful escapists feel does not translate well to this walking dead
game. Perhaps if it was an open world walking dead themed generated survival game; but not how it is now.
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On modern PCs (4K+) with DPI scaling, fullscreen or windowed, the game does not run, giving the error "Unable to create 3D
scene".

There is no developer support for this bug. The game has not been tested on modern PCs.

No developer support, crashes on launch regardless of settings. Impossible to recommend. Buyer beware.. Fear Equation is a
micro-managment turn based game. You are a conductor on a train that is one of the only sanctuaries of a fog that's covered the
city. This fog is dangerous, and manifests itself into the nightmares people have. Your job is to get as many people out in your
train as possible. The premise is simple, but while playing you will discover there are a LOT of moving parts. There's a lot to
read, learn, and keep track of. Each passenger you pick up has their own opinions about you, their fellow passengers, and even
the fog. Keeping them docile is important. You have to make sure they don't hate you or they will revolt. Also make sure they
don't like you too much, or they will kill everyone who hates you. Outside the train is just as dangerous. There is the military
that will shoot anything that moves and the fearless, who believe they are allies to the fog. You encounter these when you send
passengers out for supplies.

As difficult as the game might sound, there is a lot of options for customizing your train ride out of the fog. You can mix and
match different perks that help or hurt you, and you can make custom passengers with their own skills. As an added bonus, you
can hook Twitch chat up to the game and make the viewers passengers on the train.

So together, it's a really fun game although difficult at first. There is a lot of options to make it easier if you want as well.. BEST
GRAND STRATEGY GAME EVER. 9\/10. BETTER THAN HOI. This game lacks something a LOT of games have. And that
is Bull Stuff.
The Devs keep this game up to date to keep it clean and fresh and fun to play again and again. A hidden gem for the OG XBox,
and Phil Spencer himself has said this was his favorite game he has ever got to work with on. This is a man who worked on
Halo, Fable, and Gears of War. And on top of all that he picks Voodoo Vince. And that says a WHOLE lot about how good this
game is. A Must Buy for any 3D Platformer fans out there.. I really like this game. Most important thing to note- The main
focus of the game is the puzzles, not action or adventure or the storyline.

It is definitely repetitive and some of the puzzles are very easy, but sometimes collecting everything can be quite challenging.
The blocks that can only be moved once add to the difficulty levels, sometimes you need to restart the level several times in
order to move just those blocks into the right places.

Each individual level is very short. I play a couple when I have some time, while drinking coffee or waiting for something to
cook. It is not a game that should be played every day or for hours on end. Playing a couple levels a couple times a week also
stretches out the gameplay. Steam says I've played 4.2 hours over 2 months or so, and I've only just completed the first world.

The controls are extremely simple- I use both the keyboard and the mouse depending on which blocks I need to move. Because I
often have long time periods away from the game, the simplicity helps when I return to playing. I spelling errors don't really
bother me because there's very few messages during gameplay,

If you like puzzles, this is a cute, quick game to fill some free time.. It has its fair share of bugs to work out, but it's in EA so
that is expected...

If you are a Poxnora refugee, coming from that utter cluster fk of a new client, then you may very well have found your new
home.

Longsword is great and has so many things I've wanted to see in similar games. The unit painter and map editor are awesome
additions to a game like this.

It needs some TLC, sure... but it's F2P and a great time to get in. Can't wait to see how Longsword - Tabletop Tactics develops
further.
. Review for Patch 0.11: first off, for some reason when i try and load up episode 1, my computer freezes, so i didn't have the
chance to play episode 1, and for the multiplayer... it's good, i've notice that some animatronics are locked, maybe they'll be
unlocked in a future update
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I Recommend You To Get The Game, But Make Sure To Be Careful, This Game Is Still In Early Access And Is Not Fully
Finished. Ok this game is scary. Looking at it on the computer screen may not be as scary but the whole thing changes when you
put on that headset. I have the Oculus Rift. I like the fact that you cant stay in 1 spot too long because the tall shadow creature
will slowly get closer and closer to you. I know this because i got scared because i heard growling and i duct down beside a
fountain in the corner thinking im safe when really i wasnt...haha! Its a good game but i dont think it will have too much replay
value as the creatures all spawn in the same spot and once youve gone through it once youll know exactly where they will be. I
do love to scare the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of people with this game (espicially ones that have never used a VR headset before thats
always the best. I like the game but I think I have a pretty good computer, but at the lowest graphic options, it is still really laggy,
but other than that what Ive se is that it's pretty good. I give this game 7.5/10 Point!!
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